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The Journal of Clinical and Translational Research
HIGH-LEVEL EGFR GENE AMPLIFICATION CAN BE RETAINED IN GBM STEM-LIKE CELL LINES ESTABLISHED AND PROPAGATED WITHOUT RECOMBINANT EGF. IN CONTRAST, HIGH-LEVEL AMPLIFICATION IS LOST IN PARALLEL CELL LINES FROM THE SAME TUMORS ESTABLISHED WITH EGF SUPPLEMENTATION. CELL LINES WITH HIGH-LEVEL EGFR AMPLIFICATION PRODUCE HIGHLY AGGRESSIVE XENOGRAPHTUMORS IN THE BRAINS OF NUDEMICE, RETAINING THE EGFR AMPLIFICATION AS SHOWN IN THE COVER FIGURE, WHEREAS COUNTERPART CELL LINES, LACKING HIGH-LEVEL AMPLIFICATION, ARE EITHER NONTUMORIGENIC OR GROW SIGNIFICANTLY MORE SLOWLY IN VIVO. FOR DETAILS, SEE THE ARTICLE BY SCHULTE AND COLLEAGUES ON PAGE 1901 OF THIS ISSUE.